
What is Raddish?

Raddish Reach

Raddish is a monthly cooking club for kids ages 4 - 14+, created with a mission to deliver

culinary experiences that nurture kids’ confidence in the kitchen and beyond!

The Raddish recipe is simple but revolutionary: take the goodness of a

home-cooked meal and mix in education, family time and fun.

Nearly 32K highly engaged

members on our Facebook group: 

“The Raddish Table: Food + Family”

400K+ Email Subscribers.

INSIDE EVERY RADDISH KIT:

In 2020, Raddish marks its 7th year of creating and

delivering delicious fun to families from coast to coast.

208K followers across
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

FOOD AND FAMILY
IS AT THE HEART OF
EVERYTHING WE DO

AT RADDISH

·  ·  We believe kids who cook, eat; that cooking is the
   foundation for a healthy, wholesome life.
·  ·  We prepare Rad Kids for all stages of a delicious life. 
·  ·  We value edible education. 
·  ·  Learning to cook is fun!

·  ·  3 Illustrated, Laminated Recipe Guides
·  ·  Collectible Apron Patch
·  ·  Conversation Starter Cards
·  ·  Quality Kitchen Tool
·  ·  Complete Grocery List
·  ·  And More!

·  ·  Raddish is the third largest kids' subscription box by site visits, and the fastest growing
    subscription kit in the kids’ category with a 258% increase in visits last year.*
·  ·  Kids’ subscription box site visits are up 24% YoY, more than any other subscription category,
   and 288% over 4 years.* *Data provided by Hitwise.



WWW.RADDISHKIDS.COM

RADDISH HISTORY

FOUNDER SAMANTHA BARNES
COMBINED HER EXPERIENCES AS A
MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER
AND MOM OF TWO
to launch Raddish on Kickstarter in the Fall of 2013. 
Samantha’s husband, Seth, joined the company in 2016 and, in the summer of 2017, 
Raddish moved from Samantha’s garage office to a bustling warehouse and office with a 
custom test kitchen. To date, Raddish has shipped nearly a half-million cooking kits across
the country! Raddish is run by a dynamic, committed team of educators and chefs with
more than 10 years of experience teaching cooking to kids. 

Partnerships Press

“Raddish inspires my picky 

eater and encourages him 

to try anything!”

“My 7 year old now

has a huge sense of

kitchen confidence!”

What Subscribers Are Saying

After successfully operating kids’ cooking classes
and camps in  Los  Ange les  for  over  a  decade ,  


